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Abstract—It is a common scenario to see project’s stakeholders, such as managers, team leaders, and 
developers carrying out their meeting in the online environment without a suitable preparation and 
facilitation For instance, stakeholders engaging in negotiation sessions trying to communicate system 
requirements in the virtual environment might face requirements misunderstanding which in turn might 
cause a whole project to fail.  Usually a meeting agenda and design is implicit in the facilitator’s head. 
Conducting such meetings without obvious structure would potentially lead to various problems such as 
no one seemed to be in charge? Or there was no clear reason to meet or no agenda etc.  

In this paper, we are presenting a general framework to model group-based activities and 
meetings within software engineering field in a simplified and formal manner. Traditionally, managers 
submit their web-based group meeting information in a form of text-based instructions [1]. Then a group 
facilitator or chairperson will lead the group throughout the meeting to achieve the desired objectives.   

These types of meeting are relatively easy to manage in face-to-face environment where web 
based meeting in the other hand, is more challenging to facilitate and manage. Therefore, more and more 
specialized tools are immerging to manage and facilitate such meetings. For instance, Adobe Connect [2]  
is tool for facilitating web-based meetings.  These tools usually allow facilitators to organize and prepare 
the meeting floor by inserting specific collaboration components such as chat, whiteboard, voting, etc. 
Then during the meeting the facilitator guides participants using the video or text component. This 
usually leads to undesirable outputs due to the lack of a clear structure or agenda in addition to the 
virtual distance that weakens the communication.  

 In this paper a two level of modeling views are proposed, the static view and the dynamic view. 
The static view mainly represents the aggregation association between session stages, phases, and 
activities. The dynamic view shows how meeting modules or elements within various activities are 
accessed during runtime. A particular modeling tool called “MEET-Represent” is being developed 
according to the proposed process in this paper to assist meetings designers to collaborate and model 
their meetings in advance to ensure the coherence and alignment of the meeting mini-tasks with the 
overall meeting objectives and goals.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

As known, during software development there are many activities that need to be done by the project’s 
stakeholders.  These activities  are typically carried out in a sequential or parallel form  [3] during the project’s 
life time cycle. A wide range of activities could be found. An activity could be reading software development 
artifacts, engaging in assigned individual task, or participating in various group-based meetings such as 
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A detailed Use Case that explains how a meeting designer creates a traditional meeting static view within 
MEET-Represent is demonstrated in TABLE  I. 

 

TABLE I.  Building a “Meeting Static View” Use Case 

Use Case Creating a traditional Meeting Session Static View  
Actors Manager, Designer 
Precondition A manager logged into the system  
Success End condition The manager has successfully create a meeting session static view 
Main 
Flow 

1. The manager chooses from menu Create New Meeting Static View. 
2. The system inquires the manager to fill in session information (Session 

Name, Session Objects, and Session Description).  
3. The system presents a blank page including the session box in the middle and 

a toolbar on the side to enable meeting designers to draw their designs. 
4. The Designer starts by dragging session’s components to the stage. 
5. The system inquires manager to fill in information related to this component 

(Objective, Description, Duration, Participants, Roles, etc) 
6. The manager can detail these components further by creating and linking 

children component /objects using aggregation association. 
7. For creating more session’s components, manager repeats steps 4-6. 
8. The manager saves this design form by clicking on the save icon in the menu. 

 
Design Reusability can be archived by exporting and importing design details. Meet-Represent can generate 
automatically the session’s schema representing all elements and details included in the static view. 

 

B. Dynamic View 

Dynamic view shows how meeting modules or elements are accessed during runtime.  The most common 
scenario is the linear style where participants finish one meeting component before moving to the next. The 
other type is the parallel style where more than one component is done concurrently.   

MEET-Represent provides limited customization options for meeting designers.  There are two common 
types of customization. The first type is the “Open-form”, where participants can access any component within 
the session. Secondly the “Restricted-form” where participants can access certain component only if a specific 
condition holds such as specific time, completion of other module, or facilitator permission.  

The scenario for creating a dynamic view is presented in TABLE II. Any meeting phase that includes 
children tasks can have a dynamic view. If the designer did not specify the dynamic view, the system assumes 
the default view in which participants can access any task at any time without any restrictions.  

TABLE II. Creating a “Meeting Dynamic View” Use Case 

Use Case Creating a Meeting Dynamic View  
Actors Designer 
Precondition  A designer logged into the system 

 A Meeting Static View was built  
Success End condition The designer has successfully build a  meeting dynamic view 
Main 
Flow 

1. The designer right-clicks within a meeting static view.  
2. Chooses from sub-menu create a dynamic view. 
3. The system presents on the sidebar all the children meeting tasks within the 

selected meeting phase. 
4. The designer starts by dragging meeting tasks to the stage. 
5. The designer connects these tasks using a link association. 
6. The designer saves this design form by clicking on the save icon in the menu. 

Alternative  
Flow 

5-a The designer can specify a precondition regarding accessing meeting task 
by selecting an accessing rule. 
6-a if not all meeting tasks are presented in the diagram, the system will 
present a warning message.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The main objective behind this research was to define a modeling scheme that enables meeting managers to 
effectively engage in designing effective e-meetings within software development environment. Assuming that 
providing the most advanced communication tools will ensure a successful virtual meeting is a mistaken belief 
where many organizational managers are reporting serious frustration when conducting virtual informal 
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meetings with their employees. There are usually the risks that participants cannot start, get lost, or cannot reach 
the stated meeting’s objectives. 

The process of designing and modeling is important specially in developing large-scale software products.  
We are developing a tool “MEET-Represent” as a proof of concept of such methodology. MEET-Represent 
supports multilevel of granularity, multiple views, Static and Dynamic view, and a high learnability curve where 
very few graphical notations are need. An early phase of evaluation indicates promising results such as better 
retention and faster tasks fulfillment.  A full evaluation study will be conducted to verify targeted goals and 
objectives of this research.  . 
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